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On the fast-track to E.U. integration
Serbia is modernizing at an excellent pace
erbia has come a long way since the breakout of former Yugoslavia,
and is today embracing its E.U. candidacy – a process started
in January 2014. The country boasts many assets, including
a strategic location, a vast array of free trade agreements that allow
access to roughly 15% of the world market, as well as a skilled and
highly educated workforce.
Its attractive business environment has tempted some of the
largest household names, including FIAT, Microsoft, BOSCH, Siemens,
Schneider Electric, NCR, STADA, Swarovski, Michelin, Telenor, and
more than global 500 companies to set up a base there.
With Serbian Progressive Party leader Aleksandar Vucic at the helm
since March last year, the country is implementing bold and brave
reforms in partnership with the IMF to move forward with stability
and confidence. Germany, a close supporter of Serbia since 2000, has
been one of its key economic partners and investors, and has helped
the country undergo substantial transformation to modernize in
public utilities, develop SMEs and vocational training.
“The E.U. is for us the most natural territorial and community
partner,” explains Zeljko Sertic, Minister of Economy, “We have an
exchange with the E.U. of almost 65%, and this percentage is rising
every year. To date, Serbia has adopted 95% of the E.U.’s economic
standards and there are more than 370 companies with German
working capital in Serbia, employing more than 25,000 people.”
In the financial sector, reforms are expected to encourage domestic
savings and enable better access to financing, thus generating the
working capital and investment finance needed for the private sector
to expand. Regulatory reforms have led to good governance practices
with an overall strengthening of the financial system.
“The stability of Serbia’s banking sector was never jeopardized,
owing to its solid capital base and high liquidity levels,” says
Jorgovanka Tabakovic, governor of the National Bank of Serbia (NBS).
“We always bore in mind the hidden risks prevailing in the transition
period, which is why domestic legislation, more restrictive than
international standards, came under frequent criticism by the banking
industry. However, the past period has shown that our regulatory
and supervisory measures were justified as they were conducive to a
stronger and stable banking sector.”
The success and fast rise of some local banks such as Vojvodanska
Banka, bought in 2007 with Greek capital, clearly testifies to Serbia’s
improving environment. “The central bank (NBS) is doing an
excellent job, creating stability, and that is a very important factor
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in making investors feel confident about Serbia” CEO Marinos Vathis
says. “When you consider that prime European banks have a capital
adequacy ratio between 8 to 10% and here the average is close to
19%, you see how well-capitalized Serbian banks are. It is also an
indicator as to why the banks do not make large profits. It’s a steady
market, we don’t have serious ups and downs and I assume that in the
years to come we will see serious consolidation. For a small sector, 29
banks is quite excessive. We are determined to maintain our footprint
in the coming years as consolidation takes place.
“Looking internally, we have seen a very well educated and
sophisticated workforce. There is a lot of know-how and technical
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15.3%.We are also the only bank in Serbia to have all three global
payment card brands in its portfolio: MasterCard, Visa and American
Express, thanks to a licensing agreement with American Express
which we are particularly proud of.”

Agriculture yields results

PC Pecinci: One of the most efficient sugar factories in Europe.
skills here. Serbia is also politically stable, with a low inflation (1.8%
this year) and a stable currency. These two important factors are
crucial for growth to happen. Now it is simply a matter of time.”
Another successful bank in this market is Banca Intesa, member of
international banking group Intesa Sanpaolo. Banca Intesa has been
leading the Serbian banking market for the past eight years - in total
assets, capital, loans and deposits. Until it joined Intesa Sanpaolo
group in 2005, the bank was focused on corporate customers, but
quickly expanded into the retail segment, where it adopted the highest
standards of corporate governance and successfully reorganized its
operations to bring them in line with the international practices and
policies of the parent group.
“Today we are a commercial bank operating on a universal banking
model that promotes a customer-centric approach to business
while balancing corporate and retail, assets and liabilities, modern
technology and traditional banking channels,” says President Draginja
Duric. “Our focused customer orientation, responsible corporate
governance and prudent risk management, additionally supported by
strong liquidity and capital, have enabled us to take and repeatedly
preserve our top market position. Today we are at the helm of the
banking sector in total assets with a 15.9% market share, while also
taking the leading positions in deposits with 16.4% and loans with

Responsible for 15% of Serbia’s GDP and employing a large segment
of the population, agriculture is the nation’s most important sector.
With masses of fertile, arable land—much of it untapped—and willing
markets in the E.U. and elsewhere, the sector can only prosper.
“Only half of the arable land which can be leased is actually leased,”
says Snežana Bogosavljevic Boškovic, Minister of Agriculture and
Environmental Protection. “Our chief trading partner with respects
to agriculture is the E.U. which accounts for almost half of all exports.
Last year, Serbia managed to achieve a surplus of 340 million euros
with trade to the E.U. as a result of our preferential status. Serbia
has also fully harmonized its exports procedures, sanitary and health
processing, and food safety to these markets. However, only around
80% of Serbia’s exports are primary products while only 20% are final
products, something the Minister insists “we are striving to change.”
An established name in the agricultural sector, the MK Group has
taken Serbia’s agriculture industry to the next level with its state of
the art technologies, particularly in the sugar sector, where it boasts
one of the most modern plants in Europe.
“In the agricultural sector we are the absolute leader, with 20,000
hectares in Serbia, and 30,000 hectares of land in Ukraine. Our unit
trades about 1.1 million tonnes of grains per year, which is 25% of
Serbia’s total grain exports. Our company Sunoko is recognized in
Europe as one of the most efficient and competitive sugar producers,
with a 60% market share in Serbia,” explains president Miodrag Kostic.
With 35 affiliates and more than 4,500 employees, the MK Group
is one of the largest and most successful business groups in Serbia,
rapidly expanding and diversifying in other business areas, including
renewable energy, where it holds a joint venture with an Italian
partner for the construction of wind farms; and tourism, where the
group holds four hotels and plans to build more.
“With the know-how we have in agriculture, we can expand into
any country in the region. All we need to increase our business is
sizable land, which is available in countries like Romania or Ukraine.
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We are aiming to maximize EBITDA per hectare. The agricultural
sector definitely offers huge potential and opportunities. Serbia is a
non-GMO country, and I believe it has the perfect conditions for the
development of organic farming in Europe.”
Another area where Serbia’s agriculture excels is animal husbandary.
Smoked beef and pork count among Serbia’s specialty products,
compelling German company Tönniest to invest 420 million euros to
develop a pig farming business.
“Liberalization of the meat industry is inevitable and we must
be ready for this,” says Aleksandar Stojanović, founder and owner
of famous meat producer Zlatiborac, the best Serbian brand in its
category. “With the integration of Serbia in the E.U. market, the
complete business landscape will change significantly. Liberalization
makes room for free trade and foreign investments in agriculture,
livestock breeding and processing industry, which will contribute to
increase competition, but will also, surely, stir domestic companies
and compel them to adapt to the new business landscape and face
new and strong competition.
“It is very important to prepare for the changes and not to wait for
them to happen. Companies will need to adapt to new conditions and
to indulge the growing demands of the modern market and consumer.”
Ivica Vukelić, director of investment company Autoritas, is also
ready. Two years ago, Autoritas Investments bought Džervin, formerly
a huge company in Serbia, exporting 10,000 tons of fruits and
vegetable every year, but hit by bankrupt during the crisis.
“Thanks to the fertile land and temperate climate, we are capable
of producing excellent quality fruit and veg. They are all export
products, and with increased production and improved product
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quality, there are new markets to conquer, and existing ones to
increase,” Vukelić says. “Foreign investments in the agricultural sector
are always welcome as government can’t finance the sector’s growth
on its own. We have some particularly delicious Serbian goods, such as
raspberries, blackberries, cherries and plums that offer great potential
for export to European markets.”

Belgrade – the new Berlin
Serbia’s burgeoning tourism sector is also keeping investors busy,
with the nation’s vibrant and lively capital Belgrade being hailed as
‘the new Berlin’. Serbia is home to a large stretch of the Danube with
a range of fortresses dotted along its course, and some magnificent
scenery. As Gordana Plamenac, CEO and MD of the National Tourism
Organization notes, Serbia has three fully equipped ski resorts, five
national parks and mountain ranges among its many attractions.
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A Blok: One of Serbia’s most successful real estate projects. www.ablok.rs
“The number of tourists increased by 10% in the first four months
of 2015, and international tourism receipts in Serbia for the year 2014
amounted to 863 million euros,” she says.
Belgrade’s healthy outlook can also be seen through the growing
number of large-scale construction projects, such as A Blok—one of
the most successful developments in Serbia and the region, which is
actively looking for hotel investors and partners. Reputed to be one of
the hottest investment schemes in Belgrade, the full project should be
completed by 2018 and offers great returns.

“A Blok is a very big real estate project consisting of
130,000 square meters.
Andrej Jovanovic, CEO, Moji Brendovi and Deka engineering
“A Blok is a very big real estate project comprising 130,000 square
meters,” explains Andrej Jovanovic, CEO of Deka engineering.
Jovanovic is also chair of Moji Brendovi, the holding group, which is
already a key name in Serbia’s food industries.
“We are a major player in the dairy business with our company
Imlek that generates two thirds of our revenues; in the confectionary
business with Bambi; and in the water industry, with Knjaz Milos, a
well-known beverage company that is over 200 years old.”

A great future in manufacturing:
Serbia’s future also rests with its manufacturing base, with steel
company Železara Smederevo providing a great testimony to Serbia’s
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industrial revival. With a production capacity of 2 million tons of steel
a year, it is the only integrated steel mill remaining in the Balkans and
one of the country’s largest exporters, offering an excellent prospect
for investment. State-owned till 2003, with almost 15,000 employees,
the company was acquired in 2003 by US Steel corporation,till it began
to lose money and was bailed by the government in 2010. In April this
year, the company began a new chapter when Dutch HPK officially took
over with the ambition to open a new age for Zelezara Smederevo by
bringing it to the path to profitability and stable future.
Exploiting its access to the Danube, the dynamic company is
reaching out to new value-added markets, such as Germany and
Austria. As Bojan Bojkovic, CEO explains: “Železara’s competitve
advantages lay in its pricing, real product range and high-quality of
products. “We have an excellent production capacity, and products
are E.U.-ready in terms of standards. This is what U.S. Steel brought.
They changed the company from making medium products to a
company that is making high quality products. When I joined the
company it was losing more than $15 million per month. We managed
to reduce this down to $8 million. By the end of the year, we could be
the biggest industry leader in Serbia. We have the capacity to produce
2 million tons of steel per year, which is roughly a turnover of $1.3-1.4
billion, with a link to all other industrial companies, both private and
state-owned, promoting many other products and services.”
Another shining example of Serbia’s manufacturing industry is
aluminum company Impol Seval, one of Serbia’s most successfully
privatized company, that boasts both high quality products and worldclass, modern and efficient facilities – a perfect reflection for Serbia’s
new industrial face. “Investors visiting our facilities are pleasantly
surprised by what they see,” says general manager Ninko Tešic. Also
a major exporter in Serbia, about half of Impol Seval exports go to
Germany, and the company plans to increase production and develop
the sale of painted aluminum products specifically for this market.
Meanwhile, supporting the economic growth of Serbia, the telecoms
sector is growing year on year and was worth was 1.5 billion euros last
year, according to Minister Rasim Ljajic, Minister of Trade, Tourism
and Telecommunications. “The telecommunications sector is very
competitive,” explains Erklärt Predrag Culibrk, CEO of Telekom
Srbija, which enjoys a market share close to 45%.
“We have the largest customer base in Serbia and an in-depth
knowledge of our customers. The government has established a much
more stable situation than
before. This year we expect a
big digital jump, which will help
harmonize all regions in view of
E.U. integration.”
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